ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION | QTY.
--- | --- | ---
1 | TSC PUMP STAND | 1
2 | TSC, PUMP HOUSING BRKT | 1
3 | MOTOR 1.5HP 56C 3PH 230V FOR TSCHP HAAS | 1
4 | HP TSC CLNT 3PH CBL VF0–5L14–20P 10.0 FT | 1
5 | COUPLING PUMP TSC PUMPS WITH HEX | 1
6 | COVER PUMP TSC | 1
7 | NIPPLE 1/2 NPT X 2 BRASS | 1
8 | TSC, STL TUBE, IN/OUT | 2
9 | FITG CONN. 1/2 M NPT X 1/2" Compression | 3
10 | FITG COMP-1/2 X NPT-3/8-M STR | 2
11 | TSC, FILTER HOUSING, SHMTL | 1
12 | BORDER, FILTER SCREEN | 1
13 | TSC, STL TUBE, INTAKE | 1
14 | TSC, FILTER RETAINING RING | 1
15 | FITG COMP-1/2 X NPT-3/4-MW/ VIBRASEAL | 1
16 | FITG SAE 45–8–M X NPT-1/2-F | 1
17 | HOSE ASSY TSC | 1
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HPC/TSC 300 PUMP ASSEMBLY